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Submission on Options for establishing a consumer data right for New Zealand 

This submission on whether to develop a consumer data right in New Zealand is from Cortexo, 
emhTrade, Our Energy and Saveawatt, with coordination and independent support from CTQ 
Advisors.  

Cortexo is a grid-edge software platform that enables a greater uptake of distributed 
energy resources on electricity networks 

 
emhTrade is an energy software company. We are creating the future of energy by 
shaping tomorrow's energy flexibility marketplace 

 
Our Energy is an innovative energy technology company with a proprietary online platform 
that matches real-time data from those producing their own electricity with others in their 
communities 
  
Saveawatt is a business and consumer focused consultancy that uses bulk buying and the 
latest technology to assist and inform its customers in the renegotiation of energy and 
utility supply contracts 

 
We appreciate the opportunity to provide our perspective on how consumers can realise the 
benefits of easily obtaining and using their data. No part of this submission is confidential. 

We consider a consumer data right is essential for effective data portability 

A consumer data right is essential for effective data portability and for Aotearoa New Zealand to 
attain the economic and consumer benefits available from using the ever-increasing volumes of data 
from the everyday economic activities of individuals and businesses. 

As recognised in the discussion paper, data portability will deliver material economic benefits by 
assisting Aotearoa New Zealand to deal with a variety of well-documented productivity, well-being, 
and decarbonisation challenges through the creation of a deeper and wider pool of potential 
solutions to these challenges. 
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More specifically, we consider effective data portability is critical to the innovation across the energy 
supply chain necessary to reduce and remove carbon emissions from the electricity supply, 
transport, and industrial sectors. Our energy transition will only occur from freeing up access to 
consumer data to deliver a smarter grid, and more open, flexible markets which make best use of 
our traditional and emerging energy resources such as household solar and battery storage, electric 
vehicles and demand management tools. 

Effective data portability will not occur without a legislated consumer data right 

Effective data portability will not occur without a legislated consumer data right and the associated 
development of standard data infrastructure. 

We have reached this conclusion after seven years advocating for effective data portability in the 
electricity sector. Unfortunately, despite the time and effort expended, the electricity sector does 
not have effective data portability. 

We consider the following are necessary for effective data portability: 

● a specific obligation on data holders to share a consumer’s (individual or business) data, with a 
clear bias towards enabling data access, recognising security and privacy obligations of holder 
and requestor – it is a consumer’s data and they should be able to share it with whomever they 
want 

● build on existing privacy and data security obligations applying to data holders and data 
requestors through the Privacy Act to clearly express the practical effect of existing expectations 
on data holders to promptly respond to data requests and on data requestors to properly 
manage consumer data – existing privacy and data security obligations provide robust risk 
management tools but many parties use ‘privacy and security risks’ to obfuscate and frustrate a 
consumer’s right to share their data      

● data infrastructure based on common standards and protocols which explicitly recognise 
consumer expectations and outcomes, for example, by requiring protocols which mean the 
response to a data request reflects the fastest reasonably practicable approach, not the slowest 
– this is critical requirement if Aotearoa New Zealand is to fully realise the benefits of data. 

What exists now in the electricity sector for electricity consumption data does not achieve effective 
data portability. The impact is to severely restrict the possible data use cases and the associated 
innovation and consumer benefits.  

A key reason is the response times to data requests do not reflect consumer expectations or readily 
available technology. For requests made in July and August 2020, the average response time was 3.5 
days1. Based on consumer expectations and readily available technology, responses to data requests 
should occur within seconds. 

We consider the consumer data right, and the associated data infrastructure, must be developed 
with constant reference to the consumer experience and expectations. The purpose of a consumer 
data right is to deliver tangible benefits and value to consumers. Trade-offs made between trust, 
reach, speed, cost and flexibility should be tested against whether the trade-off materially 
diminishes the consumer experience and expectations. 

                                                           

1 Electricity Authority, EMI, average business days to respond to a data request from the data requested, available at: 
https://www.emi.ea.govt.nz/r/bjdcg. 
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Our experience highlights a clear market failure preventing effective data portability 

Our experience from the seven-year process to establish effective data portability for electricity 
consumption data highlights a clear market failure. 

The underlying problem is that data holders have the ability and incentive to delay or prevent a 
consumer’s request to share their data with another party. The impacts can be observed in the 
electricity and banking sectors where data holders have not readily supported effective data 
portability. 

The reluctance of data holders to support effective data portability reflects a market failure arising 
from data holders incurring costs, while the benefits accrue to consumers. 

For electricity retailers, the major cost is from increased competition from consumers using 
innovative big-data products and services, such as more sophisticated comparison and switching 
services or energy management services. Frustrating effective data portability avoids the costs of 
greater consumer control and increased competition. Implementation costs are minor compared to 
the threat to the traditional retailing model and profit margins of data-enabled competition. 

An economy-wide consumer data right with legislative backing would address the market failure by 
establishing minimum expectations for data portability and provide data users with the confidence 
to invest in products and services which delight the customer. 

Thoughts on scope and design 

We note the preference for a sectoral approach to introducing a consumer data right. We consider 
this a reasonable approach with the qualification that the data right should apply to consumer data 
and datasets regardless of the industry sector of the data holder.  

From our experience as technology innovators and from operating in the electricity sector, we 
consider the consumer data right will most likely deliver the immense benefits if it reflects the 
following design features: 

● applies to both individuals and businesses 

● covers all data held about the consumer, plus data a consumer would find useful (ie, product 
data), regardless of the industry sector. An example of a dataset could be sector-specific 
"electricity data consumption data" (consumer data) or "electricity retail pricing data" (product 
data). Or it could be "carbon reporting data" (cross sector)  

● makes the distinction between the consumer data right and the associated data infrastructure. 
There must be a clear right for consumers to nominate a party to access their data, regardless of 
whether the data holder is in a designated sector. Consumers and innovation shouldn’t be 
forced to wait on a potentially long-winded designation process with ample opportunity for data 
holders to frustrate data access 

● the data infrastructure supporting the consumer data right is accessible to data holders and data 
requestors regardless of industry sector. A plug and play approach will support innovation   

● adopts data infrastructure with standard protocols and processes which do not reflect a lowest 
common-denominator approach 

● builds on existing data privacy safeguards established through the Privacy Act. The Privacy Act 
establishes clear obligations on data holders and data requestors. Additional safeguards are not 
obviously necessary 

● avoids data privacy safeguards and accreditation processes which limit consumers ability to 
access their data will undermine the intent of the consumer data right, constrain innovation and 
materially reduce the benefits 
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● be introduced via stand-alone legislation. 

From an energy sector perspective, if Aotearoa New Zealand is prepared to spend billions of dollars 
on major grid upgrades and the development of technologies like green hydrogen and pumped 
hydro storage, it makes sense to also complement these with the much smaller and lower risk 
investments required to improve data access and portability. The already proven and scalable 
software and database technologies exist currently, alongside willing and able innovators, skills and 
talent that can extract value for New Zealand’s consumers and communities within reasonable 
timeframes. 

Please contact Craig Evans, CTQ Advisors, with any questions regarding our submission on 
or at  We have extensive experience in the practical 

challenges with establishing data portability and are happy to elaborate on this experience to inform 
the design of a consumer data right regime.  

 

 Yours sincerely, 

 

Terry Paddy, Managing Director, Cortexo 

Martin White, Chief Product Officer, emhTrade 

John Campbell, Chief Executive, Our Energy 

Tim Rudkin, Chief Executive, Saveawatt 
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